INTRASOFT’s SCOPE Communications celebrates new EU comms wins
Luxembourg, April 22, 2021 - INTRASOFT International’s inhouse communications agency, SCOPE
Communications, has been selected by the European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and the
European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) for the implementation of two contracts in the field of
graphic design, layout and communication strategy respectively.
Both awards underline INTRASOFT’s repositioning in the EU communications market, with the rebranding
of its communication unit under the SCOPE logo and with the definition of a full range of digital
communication services. SCOPE is now a multidisciplinary team of creative professionals and consultants,
providing 360 degrees communication and consultancy services from the company’s offices in Luxembourg,
Brussels and Athens.
The new contracts will see SCOPE provide a range of communication services to better reach audiences
across the European Union and beyond. Although different in context and setup, the tasks at hand in both
contracts emphasize the importance of communications strategy and implementation, including design
across different media, which play at the strengths of the SCOPE team. The advanced technology subject
matters of aviation safety and cybersecurity are a further differentiating factor for SCOPE, which has been
providing specialized, tailored content to European Institution clients since the early 2000s.
Mr. Alexandros Manos, Managing Director of INTRASOFT International commented: "SCOPE
Communications confirms INTRASOFT’s commitment to the provision of a full range of services to its clients
through technology and always at the digital frontline. We are proud that both EASA and ENISA have
selected our team."
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